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Hand Machine Knit
Swimwear Bali is now taking orders for hand made Crochet designs
as well as hand machine knits.
The next pages are some images of designs we can produce. As
there are hundreds of knitting techniques our knitters can do, any
images of any designs you want produced, send them over.
The main yarn colours are pre-dyed in cotton, slightly heavier than
Rayon with more body. Rayon also comes in many colours, just not as
many as cotton. We are still collecting the colour cards as to what's
available off the shelf.
Pls send over any designs you would like to sample & select either to
be made in cotton or Rayon in any of the colours shown.
Sampling
It takes, on average, a week for the yarn to arrive & two to four weeks
to make the samples, depending on the volume of requests. We
charge as normal to make samples & it can be that we have to make
knitwear more than once to get it right. It's not nearly as easy as using
a pattern as we do in swimwear or activewear sampling.
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Crochet
Crochet is much the same as knitwear except that we produce it by
hand & time lines may be longer. For example, to produce, ten samples,
we may need two weeks & as we are still setting up the factory, means if
several buyers place sample requests at the same time, we may need to
check on your timeline.
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Space Dye knitting
As you can see from the rainbow knit below, this is a process requiring
we dye the yarn ﬁrst before we knit. Allow one week to yarn dye & two to
three weeks to cut & sew samples.
Space dye is quite complex with the key being in the colours you want
your styles made in. When selecting, for example, red & yellow, you may
ﬁnd that the dyes bleed together & so for example, a red & yellow
becomes a red, orange & yellow. In the past, we concluded that working
with colours of the same family, like dark & light blue, or adding purple
etc., was the best way to work.
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